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Many experiments that are conducted to study the hadron spectrum rely on peripheral resonance
production. Hereby, the rapidity gap allows the process to be viewed as an independent fragmentation of the
beam and the target, with the beam fragmentation dominated by production and decays of meson
resonances. We test this separation by determining the kinematic regimes that are dominated by
factorizable contributions, indicating the most favorable regions to perform this kind of experiments.
In doing so, we use a Regge model to analyze the available world data of charge exchange meson
production with beam momentum above 5 GeV in the laboratory frame that are not dominated by either
pion or Pomeron exchanges. We determine the Regge residues and point out the kinematic regimes which
are dominated by factorizable contributions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.98.034020
I. INTRODUCTION
The new generation of high statistics experiments e.g.,
Belle II, BESIII, CLAS12, CMS, COMPASS, GlueX,
J-PARC, LHCb, and P¯ANDA, have dedicated programs
to study the hadron spectrum, whose quantitative descrip-
tion is pivotal for a complete understanding of quantum
chromodynamics (QCD). These experiments demand a
high level of precision in the amplitude analysis [1]
necessary to obtain reliable extractions of hadron properties
from the data. In particular, the diffraction of photons or
mesons on the nucleon target at high energies, as studied at
GlueX, CLAS12, and COMPASS, is expected to provide
information on hybrids, exotics, and the gluonic degrees of
freedom, via independent fragmentation of the beam and of
the target (see Fig. 1), with the beam fragmentation
dominated by production and decays of mesons.
Regge phenomenology underlies such processes and
provides the theoretical framework for studying high
energy scattering. Other high-energy pQCD frameworks
used in exclusive reactions, such as GPDs, meson DAs,…,
require a hard interaction scale for factorization to hold [2].
Regge theory, on the other hand, is applicable for large
FIG. 1. Illustration of the factorization of peripheral meson
production. Diffractive events are typically characterized by a gap
in the rapidity distribution of the produced particles.
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center-of-mass energies (s), forward scattering angles (small
−t), small mesonmasses, and, most importantly, the lack of a
hard scale. In Regge theory, resonances in the exchanged
channel are related to each other and are described by the
Regge trajectories, also referred to as reggeons. Specifically,
the pion diffractive dissociation at COMPASS is dominated
by exchanges of reggeons with vacuum quantum numbers,
including the Pomeron (P). Photon induced reactions at the
Jefferson Lab (JLab) may also proceed by exchange of
reggeons with nonvacuum quantum numbers. Regge trajec-
tories provide specific information about the dynamics
responsible for the formation of resonances [3–5] that can
be used to constrain amplitudes of other reactions, e.g.,
production of light hadrons in heavy flavor hadron decays. In
order to confidently separate the beam and target fragmen-
tation in peripheral scattering, it is necessary to establish the
validity of Regge pole factorization. Establishing the pro-
duction mechanism in the production of resonances is also a
necessary first step in the determination of their quantum
numbers and other characteristics, as their quark model
nature [6]. This is particularly relevant when searching for
new states, e.g., hybrid mesons, which is one of the main
goals of the spectroscopy program at JLab [7,8].
In the near future, new data on peripheral resonance
production will be coming primarily from JLab experi-
ments, and therefore, it is important to validate Regge
mechanisms for beam energies of Eγ ∼Oð10 GeVÞ. Even
though high energy peripheral processes are expected to be
dominated by exchanges of leading Regge poles, there are
subleading singularities, e.g., Regge cuts and/or poles in
daughter trajectories, which have to be assessed [9]. With
this goal in mind, we have recently studied πN scattering
and π0N, ηN, πΔ, and neutral vector meson photoproduc-
tion [10–16], obtaining several results that we briefly
summarize below. In π0 photoproduction, we used finite
energy sum rules (FESR’s) [14] to demonstrate that there is
a good agreement between the partial wave models (PWA)
for low energy amplitudes [17–24] and the Regge para-
metrization of the high-energy data. In η photoproduction,
the PWA models are less constrained by the available low-
energy data, and we have shown how the high-energy data
can help reduce uncertainties, specifically those related to
unnatural exchanges [12,14]. Our prediction for the π0
photoproduction cross section [11] compares favorably
with the CLAS data [25], and our results on π0, η, and
η0 photoproduction beam asymmetries [15,16] are in agree-
ment with the GlueX results [7,26]. The main conclusion
one can draw from these comparisons is that, at forward
scattering angles, the natural Regge poles dominate over
the unnatural ones and over the nonpole contributions. In
general, for natural exchanges we have found a good
agreement with factorization. Specifically, a zero in the
residue of the ω exchange in πN [10] implies a similar
behavior for the photoproduction reactions with ω
exchange. Indeed, a zero is found in the η photoproduction
amplitude, and a strong dip is present in the cross section
for π0 photoproduction [12]. Complementary to these
analyses, we now study reactions with meson beams
sharing the same nucleon residues. For these reactions,
the amount of high-energy data is abundant, which allows
for a detailed study of both the residue factorizability and
the energy dependence of the observables. Additionally,
mesonic beams allow for less exchanges compared to
photon beams, therefore allowing us to study the dominant
natural exchanges in isolations. For those kinematics where
Regge factorization holds, information about the residues
can be applied to photoproduction reactions.
Since the Regge picture has been well established for πN
scattering and π and ηð0Þ photoproduction off the proton, in
this work, we proceed to examine the Regge pole model in
a global analysis of several quasi-two-body reactions of
interest to peripheral resonance production. When sublead-
ing contributions, such as Regge cuts or daughters, are
accounted for in the amplitudes, the factorization approxi-
mation is violated. We aim to identify the kinematics for
which such violations can be expected, while for processes
dominated by factorizable exchanges we provide ampli-
tudes and residues that are compatible with the world data
at high energies. These can be used to model the production
mechanism in fragmentation experiments, allowing the
isolation of the resonant part intended to search for hybrids.
In the Regge pole approximation, the amplitudes are well
constrained by unitarity and analyticity and are specified by
a small number of parameters. Thus, in principle, a large
enough data set in principle makes it possible to test the
Regge pole dominance hypothesis [27]. In this work, we
perform a global analysis of all available data on charge
exchange (CEX) quasi-two-body reactions with meson
beams that are dominated by vector and tensor Regge
trajectories. Except for the Pomeron exchange, which does
not contribute to CEX reactions, vector and tensor
exchanges are expected to dominate in the energy range
of interest. Furthermore, we exclude processes in which
pion exchange is possible. At high energies, the pion pole is
close to the physical region and becomes more sensitive to
the subleading Regge contributions. This, in general,
requires special treatment [13,28,29]. The data set consid-
ered in this paper includes 23 reactions and 1271 differ-
ential cross section data points, as described in Sec. III B,
and summarized in Table II.
The paper is organized as follows. We discuss the main
features of the formalism in Sec. II and Sec. III A, leaving
the technicalities to the Appendices. The results of the fits
are discussed in Sec. III B, and in Sec. V, we summarize the
main conclusions. The kinematics and our conventions are
discussed in detail in Appendix A. Appendix B contains a
summary of the effect of factorization of the Regge residues
on the forward behavior of the helicity amplitudes. The
interaction Lagrangians used in the fits are contained in
Appendix C, with estimates of the corresponding coupling
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constants derived in Appendix D. Our method for building
Regge amplitudes from single-particle exchange ampli-
tudes is discussed with an example in Appendix E. Finally,
Appendix F provides the expressions that allow one to
determine the t-channel helicity residues directly from the
s-channel residues and vice versa, without the need for
introducing Lagrangians.
II. FORMALISM
We consider reactions of the type (see Fig. 2)
1ðp1; μ1Þ þ 2ðp2; μ2Þ → 3ðp3; μ3Þ þ 4ðp4; μ4Þ; ð1Þ
where the pi’s are the 4-momenta, and the μi’s are the
helicities in the center of mass frame, referred to as the
s-channel frame. The standard Mandelstam variables are
s ¼ ðp1 þ p2Þ2, t ¼ ðp1 − p3Þ2, and u ¼ ðp1 − p4Þ2. We
parametrize the high-energy s-channel helicity amplitudes
following the analysis of Cohen-Tannoudji et al. [30],
which leads to a factorized form as discussed in [27].
Specifically, in the large s limit the amplitude of a Regge
pole (e) described by a trajectory αeðtÞ, which in the
s-channel physical region is approximated by a linear
function, αeðtÞ ¼ α0e þ α1et, is given by
Aμ4μ3μ2μ1ðs; tÞ ¼ −
πα1e
2
βeμ4μ3μ2μ1ðtÞ
×
ζe þ e−iπαeðtÞ
sin παeðtÞ

s
s0

αeðtÞ
; ð2Þ
where ζe ¼ 1 is the reggeon signature, and s0 is a scale
above which the pole approximation is expected to domi-
nate, s≳ s0. The latter is related to the range of the strong
interaction. In the following, we use s0 ¼ 1 GeV2. Notice
that fixing s0 is a convention. Changing the value of s0
introduces solely a different t-dependence, which we
absorb into the residue. We refer to right (wrong) signature
points as those kinematics for which the signature factor
ζe þ e−iπαeðtÞ in Eq. (2) is finite (vanishes). Except for
kinematic factors, discussed below, Regge theory does not
fix the t-dependence of the residues βeμ4μ3μ2μ1ðtÞ. Unitarity
in the t-channel requires that the trajectory and residues are
real functions in the kinematic region of interest and that
the t-channel helicity residues are factorizable in a separate
contribution coming from the meson vertex and a contri-
bution from the baryon vertex. It was shown in [27] that in
the high-energy limit, due to properties of the crossing
matrix, the s-channel helicity residues must also be
factorizable. Hence, the residues βeμ4μ3μ2μ1ðtÞ in Eq. (2)
can be written in a product form [31]
βeμ4μ3μ2μ1ðtÞ ¼ βe24μ2μ4ðtÞβe13μ1μ3ðtÞ: ð3Þ
In the following, the βe24μ2μ4ðtÞ and βe13μ1μ3ðtÞ will be referred to
as the bottom and top or meson and nucleon residues,
respectively. The superscripts indicate which external
particles the residue depends upon. This factorized
form illustrates the role played by coupled channels since
the residues βeijμiμjðtÞ in Eq. (3) (where ði; jÞ ¼ ð1; 3Þ or
ði; jÞ ¼ ð2; 4Þ) are shared among various reactions which
involve the same particles.
The function sin παeðtÞ in the denominator of Eq. (2)
reflects the existence of particle poles in the t-channel with
integer spins J given by the value of the trajectory at a pole,
J ¼ αeðt ¼ m2eÞ. Regge amplitudes involve particles of
definite parity and naturality η ¼ Pð−1ÞJ ¼ 1, which is
accounted for by the signature factor ðζe þ e−iπαeðtÞÞ=2. For
physical spins, it reduces to ðζe þ ð−1ÞJÞ=2 and retains
only the poles which satisfy ηP ¼ ζe. Since poles with
negative spins are unphysical, the residues must contain
additional zeros. For example, zeros in even (odd) signature
residues must be present at values of t for which αeðtÞ is
equal to an even (odd) negative integer. In addition, αe ¼ 0
in the even signature trajectory may occur at a value of t in
the s-channel physical region. For some trajectories, this
would correspond to an unphysical exchange of a ghost
spin-0 particle. This happens in the a2 trajectory,
1 where
αa2ðtÞ ¼ 0 corresponds to negative values of t, and there-
fore, an additional zero must be included at αa2ðtÞ ¼ 0 in
the residue of the a2 exchange. Hadron Regge trajectories
are observed to satisfy the so-called exchange degeneracy
(EXD), which can be understood in terms of local Regge-
resonance duality and large-Nc limit [6,32]. As a conse-
quence, residues of the a2 and ρ exchanges should have the
same t-dependence.2 Together with the requirement for
zeros at the negative values of αe with the right signature,
the residues of a2 and ρ must contain zeros at all non-
positive spins. While the above reasoning invokes EXD,
which holds only approximately, the zeros at αeðtÞ ¼ 0 are
more general, as will be discussed at the end of this section.
Zeros at non-negative opposite signature spins, such as the
FIG. 2. Kinematics for the reaction 1þ 2 → 3þ 4 in the
s-channel center of the mass frame.
1We denote reggeons by their lowest spin particles. Also,
K ≡ Kð892Þ and K2 ≡ K2ð1430Þ.2Two types of EXD can be distinguished: weak EXD, which
requires the trajectories of opposite signature exchanges to be
equal, and strong EXD, which additionally requires the residues
to be equal. We will use the term EXD interchangeably for both
cases, since the type of EXD will be clear from the context.
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zero at αρðtÞ ¼ 0, are referred to as wrong signature zeros
(WSZ). To include all the expected zeros, as discussed
above, we require [9,33,34]
βeμ4μ3μ2μ1ðtÞ ∝
1
ΓðαeðtÞ − le þ 1Þ
; ð4Þ
where le is the lowest physical spin on the trajectory αeðtÞ
or on the trajectory of its exchange-degenerate partner, i.e.,
lρ ¼ la2 ¼ 1. Since it is not known a priori which one of
the two factorizable residues the zeros should be attributed
to, we pull this factor out of the product of residues and
absorb it in the definition of the remaining terms in Eq. (2).
The trajectories are assumed to be linear functions and are
given in Table I. Notice that we assume weak degeneracy
for all exchanges: αρðtÞ ¼ αa2ðtÞ and αK ðtÞ ¼ αK2ðtÞ.
As discussed in Appendix B, for t → 0 the most singular
behavior of residues corresponding to t-channel exchanges
of definite parity is given by βeijμiμjðtÞ ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p jμi−μjj. In order
to make this kinematic t-dependence explicit, we define the
reduced residues βˆμiμjðtÞ,
βeijμiμjðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p jμi−μjjβˆeijμiμjðtÞ; ð5Þ
which are regular in t. The general form of the large s
amplitude implied by Regge theory is therefore given by
Aμ4μ3μ2μ1ðs≫ s0; tÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p jμ1−μ3j ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−tp jμ2−μ4j
× βˆe13μ1μ3ðtÞβˆe24μ2μ4ðtÞF eðs; tÞ; ð6Þ
where F eðs; tÞ is defined below. In the phenomenological
analysis of the data, we have found that one obtains better
fits if the t-dependence implied by the exact angular
behavior of the amplitude is used instead of its limit
corresponding to the high-energy scattering in the forward
direction, zs → 1þ 2t0=s, where zs is the cosine of the
scattering angle in the s-channel frame, and t0 ¼ t − tmin
with tmin ¼ tðzs ¼ þ1Þ ¼ Oð1=sÞ [34]. Specifically, from
the overall angular-momentum conservation it follows
that the s-channel helicity amplitude is proportional to
the half-angle factor [35,36]
ξμμ0 ðs; tÞ ¼

1 − zs
2
jμ−μ0j=21þ zs
2
jμþμ0j=2
; ð7Þ
where μ ¼ μ1 − μ2 and μ0 ¼ μ3 − μ4 are the net helicity in
the initial and final states, respectively. The half-angle
factor incorporates the kinematic singularities in t of the
s-channel helicity amplitude, and in the forward direction at
high energies it reduces to
ξμμ0 ðs; tÞ !s→∞
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
s
r jμ−μ0j
: ð8Þ
By comparing with the asymptotic limit of the Regge pole
expression given by Eq. (6), we obtain
Aμ4μ3μ2μ1 ¼
ξμμ0 ðs; tÞﬃﬃﬃﬃ−t
s
p jμ−μ0j
× ½ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−tp jμ1−μ3j ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−tp jμ2−μ4jβˆe13μ1μ3ðtÞβˆe24μ2μ4ðtÞF eðs; tÞ;
ð9Þ
where the half-angle factor is fully taken into account.
Alternatively, we can restore the half angle factor by
multiplying the Regge formula Eq. (6) by a factor R
Rðs; tÞ≡

1 − zs
2
ν
−t
1
2
jμ−μ0j1þ zs
2
1
2
jμþμ0j
; ð10Þ
where ν ¼ ðs − uÞ=2. It is worth noting that the small jtj
behavior imposed by angular-momentum conservation
βeμ4μ3μ2μ1ðtÞ ∝
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p jðμ1−μ3Þ−ðμ2−μ4Þj in Eq. (8) is weaker than
the behavior βeμ4μ3μ2μ1ðtÞ ∝
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p jμ1−μ3jþjμ2−μ4j introduced by
the additional requirement of factorization of the residue in
Eqs. (5) and (6). We have normalized R in such a way that
R→ 1 for s → ∞, such that the s-dependence of the
helicity amplitude remains sαeðtÞ, as in Eq. (6). The final
functional form for the amplitudes used for the fits reads
Aμ4μ3μ2μ1ðs; tÞ ¼ Rðs; tÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p jμ1−μ3j ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−tp jμ2−μ4j
× βˆe13μ1μ3ðtÞβˆe24μ2μ4ðtÞF eðs; tÞ: ð11Þ
Regge theory does not predict the full t-dependence,
and the single-particle model only approximates the
t-dependence close to the single particle pole. An expo-
nential factor is introduced with a slope parameter, and in
the following, we will implicitly assume the presence of an
exponential factor in the residues
βˆeijμiμjðtÞ ∝ eb
eij
μiμj t: ð12Þ
The function F eðs; tÞ is often referred to as the Regge
propagator and is given by
TABLE I. Considered exchanges with their relevant quantum
numbers and corresponding trajectories used as input for the
global SU(3)-EXD fit (αð1Þ) and as obtained from the uncon-
strained fit (αð2Þ). The Mandelstam variable t must be expressed
in units GeV2.
Reggeon IGζη le αð1Þ αð2Þ
ρ 1þ−þ 1 0.5þ 0.9t 0.51þ 0.82t
a2 1−þþ 1 0.5þ 0.9t 0.42þ 0.90t
K 1:−þ 1 0.35þ 0.9t 0.35þ 0.9t
K2 1
:þþ 1 0.35þ 0.9t 0.35þ 0.9t
b1 1þ−− 0 · 0.7t
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F eðs; tÞ ¼ −
ζeπα
1
e
ΓðαeðtÞ − le þ 1Þ
1þ ζee−iπαeðtÞ
2 sin παeðtÞ

s
s0

αeðtÞ
:
ð13Þ
In the t → m2e limit, whereme is the mass of the meson with
lowest spin Je on the trajectory αeðtÞ, one recovers the
known single-particle propagator3
F eðs; tÞ →
t→m2e
ðs=s0ÞJe
m2e − t
: ð14Þ
This property illustrates that the Regge amplitude in
Eq. (11) reduces to the single-particle exchange amplitude
near the particle poles. This property constrains the residues
near the pole to be numerically close to the phenomeno-
logical values from single-particle exchange models [34].
Note that in our approach the reggeons are used to
directly construct the s-channel helicity amplitudes.
A more natural approach would be to start in the rest
frame of the reggeon, i.e., in the t-channel center-of-mass
(c.m.) frame and apply crossing relations. In the t-channel
frame, the relation between the residue zeros and angular
momentum conservation is more transparent. Consider, for
example, the t-channel amplitude ππ → N¯N with a ρ
exchange. A spin-0 exchange is unphysical in the t-channel
helicity flip component. Such a contribution is referred to
as “nonsense” [9]. Therefore, a nonsense wrong-signature
zero (NWSZ) is often introduced at αρ ¼ 0 only in the t-
channel helicity-flip component, in order to remove such a
spurious contribution. For the t-channel nonflip compo-
nent, the finite-energy sum rule analysis indeed shows a
finite residue at the wrong signature point (αρ ¼ 0) [10].
However, starting from the t-channel, a global analysis is
tedious and less straightforward, as discussed, for example,
in [35]. Indeed, for each channel one must trace the
kinematic singularities in t and remove them in order to
construct a set of helicity amplitudes which contain only
dynamic singularities in t. In contrast, the t-singularities of
the s-channel helicity amplitudes are easy to find as they
originate entirely from the half-angle factors defined in
Eq. (7); see Appendix A. By merely dividing out the half-
angle factors, one is able to write down s-channel helicity
amplitudes that are free from kinematic singularities in t.
For a global phenomenological analysis, it is therefore
preferential to deal directly with the s-channel amplitudes.
In this work, we will focus on the total and differential
cross sections only. For most reactions, the amount of these
type of data outweighs the polarization data count.
Additionally, polarization observables are often measured
at energies that are not high enough for our analysis. We
restrict our model to the leading Regge pole contributions
only. Polarization observables at high energies often
function as a filter of specific t-channel quantum numbers
and are sensitive to subtle interference effects in the
amplitudes. Their interpretation is a study on its own.
Since our goal is to obtain a qualitative description, we do
not include such polarization data.
III. CONSTRAINED SU(3)-EXD FIT
The total number of parameters describing Regge
residues is substantial. In order to obtain a robust estimate,
we first carry out a fit to the data in which we impose both
SU(3) and exchange degeneracy (EXD). Furthermore, we
fix the t-dependence of the reduced residues βˆeijμiμj (see
Eq. (11) using a single-particle exchange model obtained
from the effective Lagrangians as discussed in Appendices
C and E. We refer to this analysis as the “global SU(3)-
EXD fit”, which is similar to the analyses of [33,34]. The
results are shown in Sec. III B. We later relax all these
assumptions for a second unconstrained fit in Sec. IV.
A. Constraints
To derive the SU(3) couplings, we consider SU(3)
relations based on the Lagrangians in Appendix C for
the single-particle exchange model. Using the relation
between the single-particle and the Regge residues one
obtains the SU(3) constraints for the latter, using the
residues of the ρ and K exchanges4 as input. Since we
do not consider reactions dominated by P or π exchange,
we do not fit NN cross section data. If we did, it would
allow us to constrain the overall normalization of the fit,
through the determination of βˆeNN . Instead, we extract the
top vertices from resonance decay widths. We fix βˆρπ
−π− ¼
8.4 using the Lagrangian coupling, gVPP ¼ −4.2, as dis-
cussed in Appendix D. Note that the sign is chosen such
that the contributions to the total cross sections match
correctly. While SU(3) allows one to relate the various
Regge residues of vector exchanges, it does not relate these
to residues of tensor exchanges (a2 and K2). The a2 and K

2
couplings for the global SU(3)-EXD fit are obtained
by demanding EXD for the helicity residues. In summary,
we use the following relations obtained from duality
arguments [6]
βˆρK
þKþ ¼ −βˆa2KþKþ ; ð15aÞ
βˆρpp ¼ βˆa2pp; ð15bÞ
3Note that our convention is different from the one in [37] in
the ζe prefactor. Our convention is correctly normalized to the
single-particle pole as in Eq. (14), while the definition of [37]
flips the sign according to the signature of the exchange.
Naturally, this normalization affects the sign of the residues of
the negative signature exchanges (ζe ¼ −1). We absorb the sign
difference into the top vertices of those exchanges.
4We denote reggeons by their lowest spin particles. Also,K ≡
Kð892Þ and K2 ≡ K2ð1430Þ.
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βˆρpΔ
þ ¼ βˆa2pΔþ ; ð15cÞ
for any helicity combination. Since Kþp → Kþp and
Kþn→ Kþn are exotic in the s-channel, duality requires
that βˆρK
þKþ βˆρpp ¼ −βˆa2KþKþ βˆa2pp since the propagator is
normalized according to Eq. (14) (and similarly for f and ω
exchanges). Note that exact EXD is not necessarily fulfilled
within the single-particle model. In particular, EXD
requires the residues of two exchanges to be equal for
any t, which might not be possible, especially when only a
subset of the interaction Lagrangians is considered, as is
often the case in the literature. Therefore, an “EXD
propagator” (which amounts to adding or subtracting the
propagators of EXD contributions) is usually introduced to
circumvent this issue, while strong EXD is in fact a
property of the residues. In the latter approach, one
effectively assumes that both exchanges have the single-
particle residue of the lowest spin exchange.
It is worth noting that EXD is sometimes used incor-
rectly. It is interpreted as a property of a single reggeon,
while it is in fact a relation between different Regge pole
contributions. Therefore, the EXD propagator can only be
used in reactions where both EXD partners are allowed. For
instance, there is no strong EXD for the residues βeγπμγμπ ðtÞ of
π photoproduction reactions since there is no exotic
s-channel reaction containing these residues.
In the global SU(3)-EXD fit, we opt to introduce a single
exponential damping factor for each independent helicity
configuration bnf , bsf , with nf and sf referring to helicity
nonflip and single-flip amplitudes. These are fitted to the
data. In this fit, we set the double-flip amplitudes to zero.
B. Results
In the following, we present results of the global analysis
of the high-momentum (plab ≥ 5 GeV) differential cross
section data for a large number of reactions, including
reactions with π and K beams that are dominated by ρ, a2,
K, and K2 exchanges.
5 Hereby, we consider the channels
with strangeness and charge exchange (CEX). The data
used in this analysis are listed in Table II.
The Γ function in Eq. (4) introduces zeros in the cross
sections for reactions dominated by the ρ exchange, e.g.,
π−p → π0n. In this case, daughter poles or other sublead-
ing singularities become relevant as they tend to fill in the
zeros [34,76]. In the SU(3)-EXD, we focus only on the
leading natural Regge poles and do not include any
subleading Regge contribution. Instead of introducing
new amplitude components to fill in the dips, we prefer
to work with the well-defined Regge pole model.
Therefore, we must reduce the contribution from dip
regions in ρ-only dominated channels in Figs. 4 and 8a,
by rescaling the data error bars using a factor fðtÞ ¼
1=jt − t0j, where t0 is defined such that αρðt0Þ ¼ 0. Such a
rescaling is required in order for the fit to be less sensitive to
kinematic regions dominated by components beyond the
leading pole model. The goal of this work is to detect the
regions where the Regge pole approximation holds best by
manually varying the kinematic regions. Additionally, the
available data are subject to sizable and uncontrolled
systematic errors. Therefore, we aim to provide a qualita-
tive description and do not report the χ2 values and errors of
the fits.
The global SU(3)-EXD fit contains nine free parameters,
which are given in Table III. The other three are the η − η0
TABLE II. Available differential cross section data and refer-
ences.
Reaction Data references
πþp → X [38]
KN → X [38]
π−p → π0n [39,40]
πþp → π0Δþþ [41–44]
π−p → ηn [45–48]
π−p → η0n [48,49]
πþp → ηΔþþ [41,42]
Kþn → K0p [50–52]
K−p → K¯0n [50–59]
Kþp → K0Δþþ [51,52,57,60,61]
K−n → K¯0Δ− [51,52]
K−p → K¯0Δ0 [57,59]
K−p → π−Σþ [58,62–64]
K−p → π−Σþ [58,62,63,65]
K−p → π0Λ [58,66]
πþp → KþΣþ [62,63,67]
πþp → KþΣþ [62,63,65,67,68]
π−p → K0Λ [69–71]
π−p → K0Σ0 [69–71]
K−p → ηΛ [58,66]
K−p → η0Λ [58,66]
π−p → ωn [72–74]
πþn → ωp [75]
TABLE III. Reduced SU(3) couplings obtained from a global
SU(3)-EXD fit. Fixed couplings are indicated by an asterisk.
Top vertices Bottom vertices Damping (GeV−2)
θP ¼ −0.14 gv;DVBB ¼ −1.29 bsf ¼ 0.54
gVPP ¼ −4.2 gv;FVBB ¼ 2.35 bnf ¼ 1.31
gVVP ¼ 45.25 GeV−2 gt;DVBB ¼ 6.93
gt;FVBB ¼ 3.64
gð1ÞVBD ¼ −7.11
5We do not report fits for tensor meson production since the
scarceness of the data strongly hinders a reliable fit.
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mixing angle θP and the single- and nonhelicity-flip
exponential factors bsf and bnf, respectively. In total,
Ndata ¼ 1271 high-energy forward scattering data points
are fitted, with plab ≥ 5 GeV and 0 ≤ −t ≤ 0.8 GeV2. For
the total cross sections, we consider data at slightly higher
energies, plab ≥ 10 GeV, since the Regge-based model in
[38] matches best above this energy. The parameters of the
natural Regge trajectories are fixed to the values given in
Table I. Since there are too many amplitudes describing the
production of spin 3=2 baryons compared to the available
data, additional constraints are needed. Specifically, we
keep only a single term in the interaction Lagrangian
of vector-meson–octet-baryon–decuplet-baryon couplings
(VBD), i.e., we set gð2ÞVBD ¼ gð3ÞVBD ¼ 0 in Eq. (C19) for all
VBD combinations. More details are given in Appendix C.
Note that this sets all double flip components to zero, in
agreement with the data. Additionally, it is worth mention-
ing that the reduced residue of the nonflip component is
proportional to t in the single-meson form in Table VII.
Even though this is not required by factorization and
angular-momentum conservation, the contribution is there-
fore required to vanish at t ¼ 0 in the single-meson
exchange approximation.
The comparison between the data and the model is
shown in Figs. 3–13. The global SU(3)-EXD fit is stable
and provides a remarkably good description of all the key
features in the data. In Table IV we list all exchanges that
contribute to the reactions we have analyzed and values of
the residues derived from the fit. We do not take into
account the exponential factor in Eq. (12) when we
extrapolate the residues to the pole, as it is expected to
be a fair approximation in the physical region only. This
will allow us to directly relate our extracted couplings to
those in modern literature as discussed in Appendix D. The
residues are computed from the couplings in Table III.
In the following, we discuss in detail the model pre-
dictions for the various channels. We consider first the
appropriate combinations of total cross sections which are
FIG. 3. Total cross section combinations in Eqs. (18a)–(18c).
The dashed and solid lines represent the global SU(3)-EXD and
isospin constrained fit, respectively.
(a) (b)
FIG. 4. Differential cross section for the channels dominated by ρ exchange. Dashed (solid) lines represent the global SU(3)-EXD
(unconstrained) fit. The cross section for the lowest plab has not been rescaled. For momentum value i (in ascending order, with i ¼ 0 the
lowest plab), the cross section has been rescaled by a factor ð0.1Þi. The legend shows the plab values of the measurements. The
transparent data set has not been included in the unconstrained fit but are shown for completeness.
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sensitive to ρ and a2 exchanges. The optical theorem relates
the total cross section to the elastic amplitude at t ¼ 0 via
σð1þ 2 → XÞ ¼
P
μ1μ2
ImAμ2μ1μ2μ1ðs; t ¼ 0Þ
ð2s1 þ 1Þð2s2 þ 1ÞS12ðsÞ
; ð16Þ
where Sij is a kinematic function defined in Appendix A.
The contribution from the individual Regge poles to the
elastic amplitudes in Eq. (16) is given by
AðπpÞ ¼ Pþ f2 ∓ ρ; ð17aÞ
AðKpÞ ¼ Pþ f2 ∓ ρþ a2  ω; ð17bÞ
AðKnÞ ¼ Pþ f2  ρ − a2  ω: ð17cÞ
Hence, defining the following linear combinations,
σρðKNÞ ¼ σðK−pÞ − σðK−nÞ
− σðKþpÞ þ σðKþnÞ; ð18aÞ
σa2ðKNÞ ¼ σðK−pÞ − σðK−nÞ
þ σðKþpÞ − σðKþnÞ; ð18bÞ
σρðπNÞ ¼ σðπ−pÞ − σðπþpÞ; ð18cÞ
one can investigate the individual contributions from the ρ
and a2 exchanges. In the case of exact SU(3) and EXD, all
three cross section combinations must be equal. Inspecting
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 5. Differential cross section for the channels dominated by a2 exchange only. Scaling and conventions are as in Fig. 4. Figure 5c
shows ηð0Þn for plab ¼ 40 GeV.
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the results shown in Fig. 3, one sees that σρðKNÞ and
σa2ðKNÞ differ by a few mb only, indicating a small
violation of exchange degeneracy. The compatibility of
σρðKNÞ and σρðπNÞ illustrates that the SU(3) symmetry is
well respected in KN and πN scattering.
The Γ function in Eq. (13) is introduced to remove
spurious spin exchange components. The spin 0 exchange
term in the a2 trajectory at αa2ðtÞ ¼ 0 corresponds to an
unphysical pole with negative mass squared. As discussed
earlier, due to EXD, a zero in the residue for a2 exchange
forces a zero in the residue of the ρ exchange, even though
the Regge propagator for the ρ does not contain a pole at
αρðtÞ ¼ 0. The residue zero results in the vanishing of the
cross section, which can be observed in all reactions where
ρ exchange dominates, i.e., in πN → πN and πN → πΔ
in Fig. 4.
The SU(3) predictions for ηð0Þ production are depicted
in Figs. 5a and 5b, and an overlay of both reactions for
plab ¼ 40 GeV is given in Fig. 5c. The comparison
between η and η0 fits can be used to extract information
on the pseudoscalar mixing. Using SU(3) constraints, one
estimates the relative couplings as (see Appendix C)
ga2πη0
ga2πη
¼ ST cos θP þ sin θP
cos θP − ST sin θP
: ð19Þ
As discussed in Appendix C, the Okubo–Zweig–Iizuka
(OZI) ss¯ suppression rule requires that the relative coupling
(a) (b)
FIG. 6. KN → KN CEX reaction data. Scaling and conventions are as in Fig. 4.
(a) (b)
FIG. 7. KN → KΔ CEX reaction data. Scaling and conventions are as in Fig. 4.
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of the singlet η1 and octet η8 components is given by
ST ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. Hence, for mixing angles θP ≈ −0.17 and under
the OZI assumption (ST ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
), one finds ga2πη0 ≈ ga2πη.
The exact size of the pseudoscalar mixing angle θP is
unknown, but the various theoretical estimates suggest
values in the range −0.38≲ θP ≲ −0.17 [77–82].
The fit results in a good correspondence to KN → KN
and KN → KΔ CEX in Figs. 6 and 7. In these reactions,
both ρ and a2 contribute. While the ρ dominates the very
forward region, the a2 exchange fills up the dip of the ρ in
the neighborhood of αρðtÞ ¼ 0.
For ωN production at very high energies in Fig. 8a, a fit
with only ρ exchange shows the correct s-dependence over
a wide energy range. The data also clearly show a dipping
behavior near αρðtÞ ¼ 0, as expected for a pure ρ con-
tribution. The data on ω production in Fig. 8 are dominated
by ρ exchange at very high energies plab ≥ 100 GeV since
in the forward direction, the b1 exchange contribution is
suppressed by a factor of s−1=2 in the amplitudes, relative to
the natural exchange. In the fits, we wish to determine the
residues of only the leading Regge poles that are con-
strained by multiple channels. Therefore, we consider only
plab ≥ 100 GeV to isolate the ρ component and neglect the
b1 exchange. The data on ωΔ production are rather scarce
and at energies sensitive to the b1 exchange (see Fig. 9).
Therefore, we do not consider them in the global SU(3)-
CEX fit.
Finally, we consider strangeness exchange in Figs. 10–13.
The effective trajectories6 obtained in [70] from Λ and Σ0
production data are much flatter than the ones compatible
with αK ðt ¼ m2KÞ ¼ 1 and αKðt ¼ m2K
2
Þ ¼ 2 used in this
work. They obtainα0eff ¼ 0.32 andα1eff ¼ 0.23–0.43 GeV−2.
This disagreement indicates that secondary contributions
(such as additional poles) are present at higher−t. The global
fit indeed does not reproduce the high-jtj region. However, a
very good agreement is found in the very forward region.
This kinematic domain follows the s-dependence compatible
with our trajectories in Table I.
(a) (b)
FIG. 8. Results for the CEX ω production channels. Scaling and conventions are as in Fig. 4.
FIG. 9. Results for the CEX ω production channel π−p → ωΔ0.
Scaling and conventions are as in Fig. 4.
6The effective trajectories are obtained by fitting αeffðtÞ
dσ
dt
¼ fðtÞ

s
s0

2αeff ðtÞ−2
;
to the s-dependence at fixed t, where fðtÞ is a fitting parameter
which may be different for all t.
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For both Λ and Σ production, an inconsistency is
observed for the time-reversal related reactions in
Figs. 10 and 11 respectively. The mismatch is related to
the time-reversal symmetry of the βK

ð2ÞπKðtÞ vertex imposed
in the fit [34]. The latter requires βK

ð2ÞπKðtÞ ¼ −βKð2ÞKπðtÞ,
while the bottom vertex remains the same. Under the
assumption of EXD, the cross section of the time-reversed
reactions are therefore expected to be the same. The SU(3)
relations force the Λ (and to a lesser extent Σ) production to
be dominated by helicity nonflip contributions in the
forward direction.7 Note that the nonflip contributions
respect the EXD and SU(3) relations very well.
IV. UNCONSTRAINED FIT
In the unconstrained fit, we relax the EXD and SU(3)
constraint and only keep SU(2), isospin, as a good
symmetry. We also fit the Regge trajectory parameters of
the ρ and a2 exchange. In this fit, we can keep the single-
particle approximation for the residues and fit the couplings
in Table VII (without their SU(3) decomposition) for both
vector and tensor exchanges. Indeed, when the EXD
constraint is removed, the residues of the tensor exchanges
must be determined independently. However, this approach
is quite cumbersome. Additionally, this approach forces the
residues to be restricted to the single-particle exchange
residue. The tensor poles are quite far away from the
physical region, and it can no longer be expected that this
approximation is reliable in the physical region. Therefore,
in our next fit the t-dependence of the residues is no longer
constrained by the single-particle model, and we use
Eq. (20) instead. Hereby, the reduced residues are para-
metrized as
βˆeifμiμfðtÞ ¼ geifμiμfeb
eif
μiμf
t; ð20Þ
where the constants geifμiμf and b
eif
μiμf are all fitted independ-
ently, unless stated otherwise. The fitted residue parameters
are tabulated in Tables V and VI.
Abandoning the strict connection with the particle
exchange model also implies, for example, that the nonflip
component of the VBD coupling is no longer required to
vanish at t ¼ 0 (see βˆVBDþ1
2
þ1
2
∝ t for the single-particle residue
in Table VII). All this significantly increases the number of
parameters from 9 to 110, and we fit them in steps
including a few reactions at the time. The t-dependence
in our fit is now entirely absorbed into the exponential
factor.
Next, we describe the step-wise fitting process. We take
advantage of the fact that a given exchange is related to a
limited set of reactions. In the first step, we determine the
trajectory intercepts, α0ρ, α0a2 , and the parameters of the
residues, βˆρNNþþ , βˆ
a2NNþþ , βˆ
ρNN
−þ , βˆ
a2NN
−þ , βˆ
ρKK , βˆa2KK , βˆρπη
ð0Þ
, and
βˆa2πη
ð0Þ
cf. Eq. (12). The slopes α1ρ (α1a2) follow from the
requirement that αρðt ¼ m2ρÞ ¼ 1 (αa2ðt ¼ m2a2Þ ¼ 2). The
intercepts are allowed to vary in the range
0.4 ≤ α0ðρ;a2Þ ≤ 0.55. The results of these fits are depicted
in Figs. 3, 4a, 5, and 6 Assuming ST ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, we obtain the
mixing angle θP ¼ −0.33. This angle is compatible with
the values found in the recent literature [81,82]. Inspecting
the results in Fig. 5a one finds that the cross section rises
rapidly for −t ≥ 0.8 GeV2 and cannot be described within
(a) (b)
FIG. 10. Results for the strangeness exchange πΛ and KΛ production channels. Scaling and conventions are as in Fig. 4.
7Care must be taken when interpreting the pole couplings in
Table IV: since the t-dependence of the different helicity
couplings differs, the relative size of the residues in the physical
region might be quite different from pole values.
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the pure Regge-pole picture. Therefore, this kinematic
domain is excluded in the channels that follow.
With the couplings at the top vertex determined through
the residues listed above, we proceed to determine the
bottom couplings, i.e., βˆρNΔμNμΔ and βˆ
a2NΔ
μNμΔ , from a combined
fit to πN → ηΔ, πN → πΔ, and KN → KΔ cross sections.
The large number of helicity couplings leads to a rather
unconstrained fit, and thus, based on the result of the
SU(3)-EXD fit, we eliminate the double-flip components.
Furthermore, we keep the ratio of the two single-flip
components geNΔþ1
2
þ3
2
=geNΔ−1
2
þ1
2
(e ¼ ρ; a2) fixed to the value
obtained from the SU(3)-EXD fit. Their exponential
t-dependence is assumed to be the same and is fitted to
the data. The t-dependence of the nonflip components is
fixed to the SU(3)-EXD values. The results of the fit are
depicted in Figs. 4b, and 7. Relaxing the condition
βˆρNΔþ1
2
þ1
2
ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0 imposed by the single-particle exchange
correspondence in Table VII seems to slightly improve the
fit at forward angles. This effect is even clearer for Σ
production channels in Fig. 13.
Using the βˆρNN couplings extracted in the previous
fitting steps, one can now determine the βˆρπω residue from
a fit to the ωN production data at very high energies. At
forward angles and low energies, the b1 exchange does not
represent the full strength required to reproduce the cross
section of ω production. Notice that the NWSZ at αb1ðtÞ¼0
would force the cross section to vanish near t ≈ 0. This
mismatch is typically associated with the existence of a
trajectory with quantum numbers IGζη ¼ 1þþ−, with the
lowest spin meson located on the trajectory being the yet
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. 11. Results for the strangeness exchange πΣ and KΣ production channels. Scaling and conventions are as in Fig. 4.
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undiscovered ρ2 (IGJPC ¼ 1þ2−−) [34,37].8 Due to its
positive signature, this contribution is not required to
vanish at αρ2ðtÞ ¼ 0 and might be even more important
at forward angles than the b1 exchange, provided that αρ2ðtÞ
is similar to αb1ðtÞ; note, however, that αρ2ðtÞ is
undetermined, as pointed out in [12]. This is because the
NWSZ of the b1 lies at t ¼ 0, which forces the b1
contribution to vanish in the forward direction, independent
of the factors in Eq. (5). This lack of strength in our model
in the forward direction hinders an unambiguous extraction
of the b1 couplings. While we do include a contribution
from the b1 exchange to absorb the different energy
dependence at lower energies, we do not quote the results
for the latter since these couplings are unreliable.
For the strangeness exchange channels, the fits are
somewhat more difficult since one cannot separate the
K from K2 exchanges due to the lack of definite G parity.
(a) (b)
FIG. 12. Results for the strangeness exchange ηð0ÞΛ production channels. Scaling and conventions are as in Fig. 4.
(a) (b)
FIG. 13. Results for the strangeness exchange πΣ and KΣ production channels. Scaling and conventions are as in Fig. 4.
8These quantum numbers are not exotic (only the 0−− is), and
both the quark model and lattice QCD results predict the
existence of such states [83,84]. There are some experimental
indications of the existence of ρ2 and ω2 mesons [85,86].
However, these states have been observed by a single group
and are poorly established, thus needing confirmation [38].
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Additionally, there is less sensitivity to the trajectory
parameters due to a limited energy range in the data. We
therefore keep the trajectories fixed to the ones used in the
global SU(3)-EXD fit. Additionally, the EXD constraint is
imposed on the fits to reduce the number of free parameters.
In the global SU(3)-EXD fits shown in Figs. 10a–11c and
Table VII, it appears that the 0−1
2
þ production channels are
dominated by Regge-pole nonflip contributions in the
domain 0 ≤ −t ≤ 0.25 GeV2. We can therefore carry out
two-step fits, where we first determine the nonflip coupling
from these very forward data. In a second step, we fix the
nonflip coupling and extract the flip contribution from a full
t range fit. One observes that the helicity-flip couplings do
not obey the SU(3) constraints well, in contrast to the
nonflip contributions. Obtaining the helicity flip contribu-
tions from the fit turns out to be ambiguous. They depend
strongly on the considered t range, and the final results
deviate heavily from the SU(3)-EXD predictions. This
issue was anticipated in the previous section, where we
commented (based on the s-dependence) that the large −t
behavior of the cross section is dominated by contributions
other than the Regge poles considered here.
The βˆK

ð2ÞKη
ð0Þ
couplings are determined in a separate fit
using the ηð0ÞΛ production data in Figs. 12a and 12b. As
mentioned before, the SU(3) constraint does not hold well
for these couplings.
For the Σ production channels in Figs. 13a and 13b, we
fix the βˆ
Kð2ÞNΣ

þ1
2
þ1
2
coupling constants and the exponential
t-dependence to the ones obtained in the global SU(3)-
EXD fit. EXD is not imposed for the remaining coupling
constants. The SU(3)-EXD fit already provided a reliable
representation of these channels. The main difference to the
unconstrained fit is the forward behavior of the cross
section. Indeed, as discussed before, the single-meson
exchange approximation forces the nonflip component to
vanish at t ¼ 0. Therefore, no amplitude survives in the
forward direction. In the unconstrained fit, the nonflip
component is allowed to contribute in the forward direc-
tion. This feature seems to be favored by the data.
TABLE IV. Couplings βˆeifμiμf ðt ¼ m2eÞ from the SU(3)-EXD fits.
Subscripts denote helicities. The fixed residues are indicated with
an asterisk. The exponential factors are not included to extrapo-
late to the pole. A global fit yields bnf ¼ 1.31 GeV−2 and
bsf ¼ 0.54 GeV−2.
if ρ a2 K K2
π−π− 8.40 · · ·
KþKþ −4.20 4.20 · ·
π0η · 5.78 · ·
π0η0 · 6.10 · ·
K−π− · · −5.94 5.94
K0η · · −7.20 −3.48
K0η0 · · 1.04 7.13
π0ω0 0
 · · ·
π0ωþ −15.88 · · ·
pþpþ 1.06 1.06 · ·
p−pþ 5.63 5.63 · ·
nþΛþ · · −3.33 −3.33
n−Λþ · · −5.02 −5.02
pþΣþþ · · −5.16 −5.16
p−Σþþ · · 2.19 2.19
p−Δþþ1
2
4.08 4.08 · ·
pþΔþþ3
2
9.27 9.27 · ·
pþΔþþ1
2
1.70 1.70 · ·
p−Δþþ3
2
0 0 · ·
p−Σþþ1
2
· · −2.39 −2.39
pþΣþþ3
2
· · −6.12 −6.12
pþΣþþ1
2
· · −1.88 −1.88
p−Σþþ3
2
· · 0 0
TABLE V. Couplings geifμiμf from the unconstrained fits. Sub-
scripts denote helicities. Residues that have been kept fixed in the
fit are denoted by an asterisk.
if ρ a2 K K2
π−π− 8.40 · · ·
KþKþ −3.93 3.93 · ·
π0η · 5.43 · ·
π0η0 · 3.93 · ·
K−π− · · −5.94 5.94
K0η · · −7.17 −2.35
K0η0 · · 0 6.34
π0ω0 0
 · · ·
π0ωþ −9.46 · · ·
pþpþ 1.76 1.43 · ·
p−pþ 8.02 7.59 · ·
nþΛþ · · −3.77 −3.77
n−Λþ · · −4.31 −4.31
pþΣþþ · · −5.05 −5.05
p−Σþþ · · 2.79 2.79
p−Δþþ1
2
6.26 3.22 · ·
pþΔþþ3
2
14.23 7.32 · ·
pþΔþþ1
2
1.25 −1.83 · ·
p−Δþþ3
2
0 0 · ·
p−Σþþ1
2
· · −2.39 −2.39
pþΣþþ3
2
· · −10.00 −6.12
pþΣþþ1
2
· · 0 −0.94
p−Σþþ3
2
· · 0 0
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We assessed the applicability of the Regge pole model by
performing a global fit to charge and strange exchange
quasi-two-body reactions at large momenta plab ≥ 5 GeV.
We have found that the Regge pole model provides a good
description of the data for a large amount of channels, while
requiring only a small number of free SU(3) and EXD
related parameters. It was shown that the inclusion of these
constraints offers a solid way to reduce the number of free
parameters of the fit. The large number of free parameters
in the unconstrained fit allows for too much freedom
compared with the number of available data to yield a
unique result. SU(3) and EXD constraints are especially
useful to determine the relevant regions of the vast
parameter space of the residues. In kinematic domains
where wrong-signature zeros can be expected (such as in
channels dominated by ρ exchange), secondary contribu-
tions become relevant. For these channels, we find the
single pole model and factorization to work well in the
domain 0 ≤ −t ≤ 0.5 GeV2. The cross sections of reac-
tions dominated by a2 exchanges are well reproduced by
the Regge pole models up to t ∼ −0.8 GeV2, due to the lack
of a dip. Reactions dominated by strangeness exchanges
follow the Regge pole model remarkably well in the
forward region up to t ∼ −0.6 GeV2. Especially those
channels dominated by nonflip baryon vertices are in good
agreement with the constraints imposed by SU(3), which
should therefore be considered in future fits. These are the
kinematic domains where factorization can be used as a
reliable approximation to model beam-target fragmenta-
tion. The presented model provides a solid description of
the production mechanism needed to describe the produc-
tion amplitude in peripheral resonance production of
relevance to hybrid searches. Our predictions and our
model will be made available online on the JPAC website
[87,88]. With the online version of the model, users have
the possibility to vary the model parameters and generate
the observables.
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APPENDIX A: KINEMATICS AND
CONVENTIONS
In the s-channel center-of-mass (c.m.) frame, the cosine
of the scattering angle for 1þ 2 → 3þ 4 is given by
zs ¼
s2 þ sð2t −Pim2i Þ þ ðm21 −m22Þðm23 −m24Þ
S12ðsÞS34ðsÞ
; ðA1Þ
S2ijðsÞ≡ ½s − ðmi þmjÞ2½s − ðmi −mjÞ2: ðA2Þ
The conventions are illustrated in Fig. 2. Introducing
tminðsÞ≡ tðzs ¼ þ1Þ and t0 ¼ t − tmin, the above can be
simplified as
TABLE VI. Residue exponential factors beifμiμf from the uncon-
strained fits. Subscripts denote helicities. The fits are only
sensitive to the product of the top and bottom residues.
e13 e24 be13μ1μ3 þ be24μ2μ4 ðGeV−2Þ
ρππ ρNþNþ 0
ρππ ρN−Nþ 0.86
a2πηð0Þ a2NþNþ 0
a2πηð0Þ a2N−Nþ 0.27
ρKK ρNþNþ −0.55
ρKK ρN−Nþ 0.32
a2KK a2NþNþ 0.01
a2KK a2N−Nþ 0.28
ρπωþ1 ρNþNþ 0.82
ρπωþ1 ρN−Nþ 1.68
ρππ ρNþΔ−1
2
1.38
ρππ ρNþΔþ3
2
1.38
ρππ ρNþΔþ1
2
1.85
a2πηð0Þ a2NþΔ−12 −0.16
a2πηð0Þ a2NþΔþ32 −0.16
a2πηð0Þ a2NþΔþ12 1.30
ρKK ρNþΔ−1
2
0.83
ρKK ρNþΔþ3
2
0.83
ρKK ρNþΔþ1
2
1.31
a2KK a2NþΔ−1
2
−0.15
a2KK a2NþΔþ3
2
−0.15
a2KK a2NþΔþ1
2
1.31
Kð2ÞKπ K

ð2ÞNþΣþ 1.26
Kð2ÞKπ K

ð2ÞNþΣ− 0.54
Kð2ÞKπ K

ð2ÞNþΛþ 1.31
Kð2ÞKπ K

ð2ÞNþΛ− 0.54
Kð2ÞKη
ð0Þ Kð2ÞNþΛþ 0
Kð2ÞKη
ð0Þ Kð2ÞNþΛþ 0
Kð2ÞKπ K

ð2ÞNþΣ

−1
2
0.54
Kð2ÞKπ K

ð2ÞNþΣ

þ3
2
0.54
Kð2ÞKπ K

ð2ÞNþΣ

þ1
2
1.31
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zs ¼ 1þ
2st0
S12ðsÞS34ðsÞ
; ðA3Þ
or in other words, 1 − zs ∼ −t0. At leading s, t ¼ t0.
Furthermore,
Ei ¼
sþm2i −m2j
2
ﬃﬃ
s
p ; ðA4Þ
jp⃗ij ¼
SijðsÞ
2
ﬃﬃ
s
p ; ðA5Þ
where ði; jÞ is an s-channel pair.
The expressions for the helicity amplitudes in terms of
the covariant couplings are obtained by properly selecting
the polarization angles. We use the “particle 2” convention
of Jacob and Wick [89], which requires that for the helicity
states of the two particles in a two-particle s-channel
helicity state
lim
p⃗→0
h−p⃗;−μjp⃗; μi ¼ 1: ðA6Þ
Since the baryons in our convention are “particle 2” in the
s-channel helicity pairs, one must use the following
conventions:
uð2Þðp; μÞ ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃEþmp  1p⃗·σ⃗
Eþm

χð2Þμ ðθ;ϕÞ; ðA7Þ
where χð2Þðθ;ϕÞ is a “particle 2” Pauli spinor, i.e., the
fermion (in a two-particle pair) goes opposite to the
direction determined by ðθ;ϕÞ.
For a “particle 1” Pauli spinor, we have
χð1Þþ1
2
ðθ;ϕÞ ¼

cos θ
eiϕ sin θ

; ðA8aÞ
χð1Þ−1
2
ðθ;ϕÞ ¼

−e−iϕ sin θ
cos θ

: ðA8bÞ
Using the above definition, the “particle 2” Pauli spinor
is defined as
χð2Þ−μðπ − θ; π þ ϕÞ ¼ χð1Þμ ðθ;ϕÞ: ðA9Þ
Also, we consider ϕ ¼ 0 from hereon. The rotation p⃗ →
−p⃗ then corresponds to ðθ;ϕ ¼ 0Þ→ ðπ þ θ;ϕ ¼ 0Þ. For
the produced massive vector meson, we use the polarization
vectors
ϵνðp; μ ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ð0;−μ cos θ;−i; μ sin θÞT; ðA10aÞ
ϵνðp; μ ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1
m
ðjp⃗j; p0e⃗p⃗ÞT; ðA10bÞ
where e⃗p⃗ is the unit vector in the direction of p⃗. For a
“particle 2” vector, one finds
ϵð2Þνðp; μÞ ¼ −gννϵνðp˜;−μÞ; ðA11Þ
where the index ν is not summed over. For the spin-3=2
Rarita-Schwinger spinor, we use the expression
uð1Þνðp; μÞ ¼
X
μ1;μ2
h1; μ1;
1
2
μ2j
3
2
μiϵνðp; μ1Þuð1Þðp; μ2Þ
ðA12Þ
since p⃗ lies in the x − z scattering plane. Here, p˜ ¼ ðp0;
−p⃗Þ, and −p⃗ has spherical angles ðπ − θ;ϕþ πÞ. For a
“particle 2” spin-3=2 spinor, we use the same form, with the
spinor and polarization vector substituted by their “particle
2” form. In the following, we drop the explicit “particle 1”
and “particle 2” reference for brevity of notation. The
spin-3=2 spinors satisfy the Rarita-Schwinger equations
pνuνðp; μÞ ¼ 0; ðA13Þ
γνuνðp; μÞ ¼ 0; ðA14Þ
ð=p −mÞuνðp; μÞ ¼ 0: ðA15Þ
Within our conventions, parity invariance implies
Aμ4μ3μ2μ1 ¼ ηsA−μ4−μ3−μ2−μ1 ; ðA16Þ
ηs ¼ η1η2
η3η4
ð−1Þμ0−μ; ðA17Þ
where ηi ¼ Pið−1Þsi is the naturality of a particle i with
parity Pi and spin si. For the individual vertices, one has
βμ3μ1 ¼ ηeP1P3ð−1Þs3−s1ð−1Þμ3−μ1β−μ3−μ1 ; ðA18Þ
βμ4μ2 ¼ ηeP2P4ð−1Þs4−s2ð−1Þμ2−μ4β−μ4−μ2 ; ðA19Þ
where ηe is the naturality of the exchange.
APPENDIX B: FACTORIZATION of REGGE
POLE RESIDUES
Since testing factorization is the central topic of this
work, we derive its implications on helicity amplitudes.
The kinematic t-singularities in the s-channel partial waves
are given by the half-angle factors in Eq. (7). Hence, for
zs → þ1 (or equivalently t0 → 0), one finds
Aμ4μ3μ2μ1 ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t0
p jμ−μ0j ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t0
p jω−ω0j; ðB1Þ
where ω ¼ μ1 − μ3 and ω0 ¼ μ2 − μ4. The above is the
most singular kinematic behavior of the amplitude and
cannot be cast into the factorizable form in Eq. (3). One can
show [90] that the simplest factorizable form consistent
with a definite parity exchange is given by
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Aμ4μ3μ2μ1 ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p jωjþjω0j: ðB2Þ
In Eq. (11), t0 is used explicitly for the factors stemming
from the half-angle factors in Eq. (B1).
APPENDIX C: INETERACTION LANGRANGIANS
In order to relate the helicity couplings to those of
modern literature, we start from the set of effective
Lagrangians given below. We consider interactions of
pseudoscalars (P), vectors (V), axial vectors (A), tensors
(T), octet baryons (B), and decuplet baryons (D).
We use the following conventions in the global SU(3) fit.
The explicit form of the matrices for pseudoscalar, vector,
and tensor mesons is
P ¼
0
BBB@
π0ﬃﬃ
2
p þ η8ﬃﬃ
6
p þ η1ﬃﬃ
3
p πþ Kþ
π− −π
0ﬃﬃ
2
p þ η8ﬃﬃ
6
p þ η1ﬃﬃ
3
p K0
K− K¯0 −
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
η8 þ η1ﬃﬃ
3
p
1
CCCA;
η1 ¼ η0 cos θP − η sin θP;
η8 ¼ η cos θP þ η0 sin θP; ðC1Þ
V8 ¼
0
BBB@
1ﬃﬃ
2
p ρ0 þ 1ﬃﬃ
6
p ω8 ρþ Kþ
ρ− − 1ﬃﬃ
2
p ρ0 þ 1ﬃﬃ
6
p ω8 K0
K− K¯0 − 2ﬃﬃ
6
p ω8
1
CCCA;
V1 ¼ ω1; ðC2Þ
T8 ¼
0
BBBBB@
a2ﬃﬃ
2
p þ f82ﬃﬃ
6
p aþ2 K
þ
2
a−2 −
a0
2ﬃﬃ
2
p þ f82ﬃﬃ
6
p K02
K−2 K¯
0
2 −2
f8
2ﬃﬃ
6
p
1
CCCCCA;
T1 ¼ f12 ¼ f2 cos θT − f02 sin θT;
f82 ¼ f2 sin θT þ f02 cos θT: ðC3Þ
Here, θT and θP are the tensor and pseudoscalar mixing
angles, respectively, between the singlet and octet.
Furthermore, we call θIP the ideal mixing angle with
sin θIP ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
and cos θIP ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=3
p
. In the case of ideal
mixing for vector mesons, the following relations hold:
ω ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ω8 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
ω1; ϕ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
ω8 −
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ω1: ðC4Þ
Note that we have implicitly assumed a nonet symmetry
for the pseudoscalar mesons in Eq. (C1), where the singlet/
octet coupling ratio is ST ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
[33]. The latter corresponds
to neglecting the coupling to the ss¯ content. In the
following, the trace is taken over flavor space, correspond-
ing to the isospin couplings of the different channels in
SU(3) symmetry.
The three-meson interaction Lagrangians consist only of
a symmetric coupling due to G-parity conservation. All
the couplings appearing in the following are fitting param-
eters, obtaining values as explained in Appendix D. The
Lagrangians describing the couplings of tensor mesons to
pseudoscalar and vector mesons are given by [91–93]
LTPP ¼ c8TPPhT 8μνΘμνP i þ
c1TPPﬃﬃﬃ
3
p T 1μνhΘμνP i; ðC5Þ
TABLE VII. Listing of the reduced s-channel residues and their
expressions in the single-particle exchange formalism. The
expressions are given up to the flavor trace. We assumed
MS ¼ ðmi þmfÞ=2. In practice, these couplings are evaluated
on the mass pole of the exchanged particle. Only the lowest order
t-dependence, which is compatible with factorization, is used in
the residue. Every residue contains an additional
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s0
p Je , where Je
is the spin of the lightest particle on the trajectory.
βˆRifμiμf ðtÞ Expression
βˆVPP00
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gVPP
βˆVBBþ1
2
þ1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gvVBB
βˆVBB−1
2
þ1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gtVBB=ðm2 þm4Þ
βˆTPP00 gTPP=2
βˆTBBþ1
2
þ1
2
− 2m2þm4 ðg
ð2Þ
TBB þ gð1ÞTBBÞ
βˆTBB−1
2
þ1
2
2gð2ÞTBB=ðm2 þm4Þ2
βˆVBD−1
2
þ1
2 2
gð1ÞVBDm2ðm2þm4Þ−g
ð2Þ
VBDð2t−m4ðm2−m4ÞÞþ2tg
ð3Þ
VBDﬃﬃ
3
p
m4ðm2þm4Þ2
βˆVBDþ1
2
þ3
2
2
ðm2þm4Þ2 ½g
ð1Þ
VBDðm2 þm4Þ − gð2ÞVBDðm2 −m4Þ
βˆVBDþ1
2
þ1
2
gð1ÞVBDðm2þm4Þ−g
ð2Þ
VBDðm2−m4Þ−g
ð3Þ
VBDðm2−m4Þﬃﬃﬃﬃ
12
p
m4ðm2þm4Þ ð−tÞ
βˆVBD−1
2
þ3
2
2gð2ÞVBD=ðm2 þm4Þ2
βˆVPV00 0 (parity)
βˆVPV0þ1 gVVP=2
βˆAVP0;0 ðtÞ gAVP=ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
m3Þ
βˆAVP0þ1 ðtÞ g0AVP
βˆABBþ1
2
þ1
2
0 (for CA ¼ −1)
βˆABB−1
2
þ1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gtABB=ðm2 þm4Þ
βˆTPV00 0 (parity)
βˆTPV0þ1 gTPV=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
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LTVP ¼ gTVPhT ½μνα½V˜μν; ∂αPi; ðC6Þ
where
ΘμνP ¼ ∂μP∂νP − gμνð∂ · PÞ2; ðC7Þ
T ½μνα ¼ ∂μT να − ∂νT μα; ðC8Þ
T μν ¼ T 8μν þ
T 1μνﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ; ðC9Þ
V˜μν ¼
1
2
ϵμνρσVρσ; ðC10Þ
Vμν ¼ ∂μVν − ∂νVμ: ðC11Þ
Concerning the couplings of vector to pseudoscalar mes-
ons, the Lagrangians read
LVPP ¼ −igVPPh½P; ∂μPVμi; ðC12Þ
LVVP ¼
gVVP
2
ϵμναβhf∂μVν; ∂αVβgPi: ðC13Þ
The Lagrangian that couples vector, pseudoscalar, and
axial mesons b1 is given by (we do not consider SU(3)
relations for the b1 exchange since it is the only axial
exchange considered here) [94,95].
LVPA ¼ gVPAAμVμPþ g0VPAAμνVμνP: ðC14Þ
Since one can couple two octets to both a symmetric and
an antisymmetric octet, each meson–B–B vertex must be
decomposed into two irreducible structures, with indepen-
dent couplings. The couplings of the vector-meson fields
Vμ with momentum q to the octet baryons are described by
the following Lagrangian [96]:
LVBB ¼

B¯

ðgv;FVBB½V8μ; B þ gv;DVBBfV8μ; Bg þ gv;SVBBV1μBÞγμ
þ ðgt;FVBB½V8μ; B þ gt;DVBBfV8μ; Bg
þ gt;SVBBV1μBÞ
iσμνqν
2MS

; ðC15Þ
where MS ¼ ðmB1 þmB2Þ=2, and mB1 and mB2 are the
masses of the incoming and the outgoing baryon, respec-
tively. The octet-baryon matrix is explicitly given as
B ¼
0
BBB@
1ﬃﬃ
2
p Σ0 þ 1ﬃﬃ
6
p Λ Σþ p
Σ− − 1ﬃﬃ
2
p Σ0 þ 1ﬃﬃ
6
p Λ n
Ξ− Ξ0 − 2ﬃﬃ
6
p Λ
1
CCCA: ðC16Þ
In the following, for simplicity we drop the notation with
traces over commutators/anticommutators in flavor space.
The couplings of tensor mesons fμν to the baryons are
given in Refs. [97–101]. We follow the general definitions
of the Lagrangian
LTBB ¼ i
gð1ÞTBB
4MS
B¯ðγμ∂ν
↔
þ γν∂μ
↔
ÞBfμν þ g
ð2Þ
TBB
M2S
∂μB¯∂νBfμν;
ðC17Þ
where the SU(3) couplings are given by the usual traces in
flavor space, analogously to those in Eq. (C15).
An axial vector couples to octet baryons via
LABB ¼ B¯

gvABBγ
μ þ gtABB
iσμνqν
2MS

γ5AμB: ðC18Þ
The explicit expressions for the flavor couplings are
analogous to those in Eq. (C15). Care must be taken in
Eq. (C18) since only one of the couplings is allowed for a
definite G-parity state of the axial meson A. Because of G-
parity considerations, the vector coupling gvABB does not
contribute to b1 exchanges, and the tensor coupling gtABB is
blocked for a1 exchanges.
The Lagrangians that describe the octet-to-decuplet
transitions via a vector-meson and a tensor-meson emission
are [102,103]
LVBD ¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
D¯μijkϵilm

−i
gð1ÞVBD
MS
γνVμν;jl −
gð2ÞVBD
M2S
Vμν;jl∂ν
þ g
ð3Þ
VBD
M2S
∂νVμν;jl

γ5Bkm þ H:c:; ðC19Þ
LTBD ¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
i
gTBD
mT
D¯λijkϵilmðgλμ∂ν þ gλν∂μÞγ5BkmTμνjl
þ H:c:; ðC20Þ
where the explicit form of the fully symmetric decuplet
matrix elements is
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T111μ ¼ Δþþμ ; T112μ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Δþμ ;
T122μ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Δ0μ; T222μ ¼ Δ−μ ;
T113μ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Σþμ ; T123μ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p Σ0μ ; T223μ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Σ−μ ;
T133μ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Ξ0μ ; T233μ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Ξ−μ ; T333μ ¼ Ω−μ :
ðC21Þ
Note that in the literature one often does not consider the
minimal complete set of interaction Lagrangians when
spin-3=2 baryons or tensor mesons are involved. In these
analyses, one rather selects a single interaction term, which
is usually unjustified. When considering βˆVBDμVμD in Table VII,
one observes that for gð2ÞVBD ¼ gð3ÞVBD ¼ 0 and m2 ¼ m4, and
neglecting t-dependent terms in βˆVBDμVμDðtÞ, we reproduce the
quark-model results in [34]: βVBD−1
2
þ1
2
=βVBDþ1
2
þ3
2
¼ ﬃﬃﬃ3p and
βVBDþ1
2
þ1
2
¼ βVBD−1
2
þ3
2
¼ 0. Based on this correspondence, we set
gð2ÞVBD ¼ gð3ÞVBD ¼ 0 in the global SU(3)-EXD fit.
APPENDIX D: ESTIMATING COUPLING
CONSTANTS FROM DECAY RATIOS
The coupling constants that appear in the meson
Lagrangians can be estimated based on measured decay
ratios. These couplings serve as starting values for the fits.
From the data on decay widths of tensor mesons into
pseudoscalars, one can extract the numerical values for the
couplings c8TPP and c
1
TPP. When doing so in a global fit,
Giacosa et al. [93] obtained9
c8TPP ≈ 11.7 GeV−1; c1TPP ≈ 13.6 GeV−1: ðD1Þ
The decay width of the ρ into two pions is Γρ→ππ ¼
ð149.1 0.8Þ MeV [38]. Comparing this with the expres-
sion for the decay width in terms of the Lagrangian
couplings, one finds gVPP ¼ 4.2. For completeness, it
is worth mentioning that gVPP ¼ 4.5, when extracted
from the K → Kπ decay width.
Estimating the coupling gVVP is less straightforward. The
decay ratio of the ϕ meson into the ωπ0 channel is
consistent with 0, both from theory and from experiment,
while the only other channel measured so far is the decay of
the ϕ into 3 pions, which can occur via the intermediate
channel ϕ → ρπ. If one were to assume ideal mixing for the
vector mesons, this coupling would vanish as well in the
OZI limit. Therefore, for this particular estimate, we use the
vector-meson mixing angle θV ¼ 39° [93]. Assuming that
all 3-pion decays of the ϕ happen via the πρ intermediate
channel, one then obtains gVVP ¼ 13.2 GeV−1. Note that
this is to be seen only as a starting value for the fits since for
this particular value, many assumptions had to be made,
which can give only a rough estimate of the coupling value.
To estimate gTVP, we use the information that the decay
a2 → 3π with decay width 105 MeV occurs dominantly
through the ρπ intermediate state. Assuming only this
intermediate state, one finds a partial width of 73.5 MeV.
This leads to gTVP ≈ 6.8 GeV−2. In fact, the coupling
ranges between 6.4 GeV−2 and 6.8 GeV−2, when the decay
fraction into a ρπ intermediate state is varied between 88%
and 100%. This is consistent with the results from
K2 → πK
, Kρ and Kω, where the estimated gTVP ranges
between 6.4 GeV−2 and 7.5 GeV−2.
In order to estimate gVPA, we use the total decay width
ð142 9Þ MeV of the b1. It dominantly decays into ωπ,
leading to gVPA ≈ 4.0 GeV. All of the above-mentioned
estimates are in good agreement with the quark-model
predictions from [83].
One can extract the meson-baryon couplings using
Eq. (C15) and (i ¼ v, t)
giρpp ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðgi;FVBB þ gi;DVBBÞ; ðD2Þ
giωpp ¼
3gi;FVBB − g
i;D
VBB
3
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
gi;SVBB; ðD3Þ
and relating them to the empirical couplings from nucleon-
nucleon scattering data. The empirical results of the
nucleon-nucleon Bonn potential from Refs. [104,105] read
gvρpp ¼ 3.3; gvωpp ¼ 16; gtρpp ¼ 20; gtωpp ¼ 0:
ðD4Þ
Furthermore, from [106], one finds
gFv
gFv þ gDv
¼ 1; g
F
v þ gFt
gFv þ gDv þ gFt þ gDt
¼ 2
5
: ðD5Þ
Finally, one obtains
gv;FVBB ¼ 4.6; gv;DVBB ¼ 0; gv;SVBB ¼ 15.5;
gt;FVBB ¼ 8.4; gt;DVBB ¼ 19.6; gt;SVBB ¼ −1.6: ðD6Þ
The coupling gð2ÞTBB in Eq. (C17) is often estimated to be
compatible with 0 when tensor-meson dominance (TMD) is
assumed. One might question the validity of the TMD
approach. Indeed, in [97] the authors state that gð1ÞTBB ≈ −g
ð2Þ
TBB.
9In [93], there was a typo in the results, which was solved in
private communication; the values given in that paper are
ci;PaperTPP ¼
ﬃﬃ
2
p
F2
4
ci;TrueTPP , where F ¼ 92.4 MeV is the pion decay
constant.
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APPENDIX E: COVARIANT AND HELICITY
AMPLITUDES
From the interaction Lagrangians in Appendix C, one
determines the helicity amplitudes by choosing the appro-
priate polarization angles. Since we consider high-energy
scattering, the amplitudes are expanded in powers of s, and
only the leading term is used. The s-channel helicity
amplitudes are then cast onto the factorized form
Aμ4μ3μ2μ1 ¼ βe13μ1μ3ðtÞβe24μ2μ4ðtÞPeðs; tÞ; ðE1Þ
which coincides with the limit of our high-energy ampli-
tudes in Eq. (6) for t → m2e. We introduced the convenient
notation for the meson propagator
Pe ≡ Peðs; tÞ ¼ s
Je
m2e − t
: ðE2Þ
From the analysis of kinematical singularities, we showed
that the s-channel residues βeijμiμjðtÞ of an evasive reggeon
must at least go as βeijμiμjðtÞ ∼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p jμi−μjj. In order to
unambiguously factorize our amplitudes, we first consider
ππ, πN, and NN scattering with a t-channel vector
exchange V. One obtains the asymptotic expressions (up
to isospin factors)
A0000ðππ → ππÞ ¼ 2g2VPPPV; ðE3aÞ
Aþ0þ0ðπN → πNÞ ¼ 2gVPPgvVBBPV; ðE3bÞ
AþþþþðNN → NNÞ ¼ 2ðgvVBBÞ2PV; ðE3cÞ
Aþþþ−ðNN → NNÞ ¼ gv
gtVBB
MB
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t0
p
PV: ðE3dÞ
From the above, we obtain
βVPP00 ðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gVPP; ðE4aÞ
βVBBþþ ðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gvVBB; ðE4bÞ
βVBB−þ ðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p gtVBB
m2 þm4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t0
p
: ðE4cÞ
A similar approach is followed for all reactions under
consideration in this work. All residues considered in this
work are listed in Table VII. The SU(3) flavor traces and
commutators appear as factors then multiplying these
residues.
As an example for how to build an amplitude inspired by
single-particle-exchange, one can consider the helicity-flip
contribution to the process π−p→ π0n. The full SU(3)-
constrained amplitude at high energies is given by
Aþ0−0ðπ−p → π0nÞ
¼ ebsf t ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−tp βˆρπ−π000 ðtÞβˆρpn−þ ðtÞF ρðs; tÞRðs; tÞ: ðE5Þ
Here,
βˆρπ
−π0
00 ðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gVPPÞ; ðE6Þ
βˆρpn−þ ðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
2mN
ðgt;FVBB þ gt;DVBBÞ; ðE7Þ
where the factor in front of the parentheses is obtained from
Table VII. The terms between parentheses are obtained by
working out the flavor traces.
In the unconstrained fit, we have
Aþ0−0ðπ−p → π0nÞ
¼ eðbρππþbρNN−þ Þtð−gρπþπþÞð
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
gρpp−þ Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p
F ρðs; tÞRðs; tÞ
ðE8Þ
since we have made the arbitrary choice of fitting the
coupling constants gρπ
þπþ and βρpp−þ and relating all other
charge states to these couplings.
The differential cross section is computed using
dσ
dt
¼ 1
2 × 16πS212ðsÞ
X
μi
jAμ4μ3μ2μ1 j2: ðE9Þ
APPENDIX F: t-CHANNEL DECAY COUPLINGS
In various single channel analyses, one starts from the
t-channel to model the reggeon contributions. Hereby,
t-channel helicity couplings (denoted by γλiλkðtÞ) are used.
The s-channel residues can be related to the t-channel
residues by analytically continuing the s-channel ampli-
tudes to the t-channel. To distinguish between the helicity
amplitudes in both channels, we explicitly mention the
channel in a subscript. Additionally, we use μ and λ
for s- and t-channel helicities, respectively.
Consider the s-channel amplitude for an exchange e in
Eq. (6). Near the lowest mass pole, we have the simple form
for the s-channel amplitude
Asμ4μ3μ2μ1ðs; tÞ ¼
βμ2μ4ðtÞβμ1μ3ðtÞ
m2e − t
sJe : ðF1Þ
Note that in the above, the residues include the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p
factors,
which must also be evaluated at t ¼ m2e.
In the t-channel aþ c¯ → b¯þ d, the helicity amplitude
can be expanded in partial waves through
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Atλ4λ2λ3λ1ðs; tÞ ¼ 16π
X
J¼Mt
ð2J þ 1ÞAtλ4λ2λ3λ1;JðtÞdJλλ0 ðztÞ;
ðF2Þ
where λ ¼ λ13 ¼ λ1 − λ3 and λ0 ¼ λ24 ¼ λ2 − λ4 and
Mt ¼ maxfjλj; jλ0jg. The zt is the cosine of the t-channel
c.m. scattering angle. For a resonance e with spin Je, the
corresponding partial-wave amplitude is parametrized as
Atλ4λ2λ3λ1;JeðtÞ ¼
γλ2λ4ðtÞγλ1λ3ðtÞ
m2e − t
: ðF3Þ
In the following, we relate the s-channel residues β in
Eq. (F1) to the t-channel residues γ in Eq. (F3), without
invoking Lagrangians to carry out the crossing (which is
the inverse direction of the derivation by Fox and Hey [33]).
We continue the s-channel helicity amplitudes into the t-
channel and project them onto the t-channel helicity basis
[107]
Atλ4λ2λ3λ1ðs;tÞ¼−i
X
μi
ds1μ1λ1ð−χt→s1 Þd
s2
μ2λ2
ð−χt→s2 Þds3μ3λ3
×ð−χt→s3 Þds4μ4λ4ð−χt→s4 ÞAsμ4μ3μ2μ1ðs;tÞ; ðF4Þ
where the t → s-channel rotation angles are given by
cosχt→si ¼
ð−1Þciþ1ðsþm2i −m2jÞðtþm2i −m2kÞ− 2m2iΔm
SijðsÞTikðtÞ
;
ðF5aÞ
sin χt→si ¼
2miϕ1=2
SijðsÞTikðtÞ
; ðF5bÞ
Δm ¼ m22 −m24 −m21 þm23; ðF5cÞ
T2ikðtÞ ¼ ½t − ðmi þmkÞ2½t − ðmi −mkÞ2: ðF5dÞ
Here, ϕ is the Kibble function, ci ¼ 1 (¼ 0) if particle i is
(not) crossed, j is the s-channel, and k the t-channel pair
particle of i. Note that, following the path of Trueman and
Wick [108], the square roots in the s-channel residues must
be evaluated at t ¼ t − iϵ since we cross the real s, t plane
at negative t. This means that
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p ¼ i ﬃﬃtp . Note that we do
not include a helicity dependent phase in Eq. (F4). This is
in agreement with Trueman and Wick [108]. At leading s,
we find that
SijðsÞ ¼ s; ðF6Þﬃﬃﬃ
ϕ
p
¼ s ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−tp ; ðF7Þ
sin χt→si ¼
2mi
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−t
p
TikðtÞ
; ðF8Þ
cos χt→si ¼
ð−1Þciþ1ðtþm2i −m2kÞ
TikðtÞ
: ðF9Þ
The rotation matrix has the property of being factorizable in
a top-vertex and bottom-vertex rotation. If we assume for
the moment that the left-hand side of Eq. (F4) can also be
factorized
Atλ4λ2λ3λ1ðs; tÞ ¼ Atλ3λ1ðs; tÞAtλ4λ2ðs; tÞ; ðF10Þ
then all of the above can be written in a factorized form
Atλkλiðs; tÞ ¼
X
μi;μk
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F ðs; tÞ
p
βeikμiμkðtÞdsiμiλið−χt→si Þd
sk
μkλk
ð−χt→sk Þ;
ðF11Þ
where ði; kÞ ¼ ð1; 3Þ or (2, 4). An additional factor of i
must be included for the fermion vertex.
In order to write Eq. (F2) in a factorized form, we realize
that we are working in the high s limit, where zt is large.
The d-functions become factorizable when only their
leading order in zt is considered
Atλ4λ2λ3λ1ðs; tÞ
¼ 16π
X
J¼Mt
ð2J þ 1ÞAtλ4λ2λ3λ1;JðtÞe−iπλ
0
dJλðztÞdJλ0 ðztÞ;
ðF12Þ
where
dJλðzÞ≡ eþiπλ=2

z
2

J Γð2J þ 1Þ
ΓðJ þ jλj þ 1ÞΓðJ − jλj þ 1Þ

1=2
:
ðF13Þ
Note that the above form is not fully factorized in the sense
that the zt depends on both top and bottom particle masses.
We therefore consider the leading s form of zt at constant t,
zt ¼
2ts
T13ðtÞT24ðtÞ
; ðF14Þ
and introduce the functions
hJλikðztÞ≡ eþiπλik=2

Γð2J þ 1Þ
ΓðJ þ jλikj þ 1ÞΓðJ − jλikj þ 1Þ

1=2
×

ts
T2ikðtÞ

J=2
: ðF15Þ
Close to the me pole in t, the partial-wave expansion is
dominated by the Je partial wave. In Eq. (F3), we have
assumed a factorizable form for the t-channel partial-wave
amplitude. Therefore, we can rewrite the partial-wave
amplitude as
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Atλ4λ2λ3λ1;JeðtÞ ¼ Atλ4λ2;JeðtÞAtλ3λ1;JeðtÞ; ðF16Þ
where
Atλkλi;JeðtÞ ¼ γλiλkðtÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
t −m2e
s
: ðF17Þ
The above can then be written in the factorized form
Atλkλiðs;tÞ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
16πð2Jeþ1Þ
p
Atλkλi;JeðtÞh
Je
λik
ðztÞξðλikÞ; ðF18Þ
where
ξðλikÞ ¼ e−iπλik for a bottom vertex; else ξðλikÞ ¼ 1:
ðF19Þ
Putting everything together, we obtain the explicit form of
the t-channel residue as a function of the s-channel residue
γλiλkðtÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
16πð2Je þ 1Þ
p sJe=2
ξðλikÞhJeλikðztÞ
X
μi;μk
βeikμiμkðtÞdsiμiλið−χt→si Þd
sk
μkλk
ð−χt→sk Þ: ðF20Þ
Note that the above is only valid for s → ∞ and t → m2e. In order to explicitly illustrate the cancellation of the s-
dependence, we focus on the hJeλikðztÞ function. Using Eq. (F15), one obtains
hJeλikðztÞ
sJe=2
¼ eþiλik=2

t
T2ikðtÞ

Je=2

Γð2Je þ 1Þ
ΓðJe þ jλikj þ 1ÞΓðJe − jλikj þ 1Þ

1=2
: ðF21Þ
Hence (and being more precise in the notation)
γeλ1λ3ðt ¼ m2eÞ ¼
e−iπλ13=2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
16πð2Je þ 1Þ
p T13ðm2eÞ
me

Je

ΓðJe þ jλ13j þ 1ÞΓðJe − jλ13j þ 1Þ
Γð2Je þ 1Þ

1=2
×
X
μ1;μ3
βμ1μ3ðt ¼ m2eÞds1μ1λ1ð−χt→s1 jt¼m2eÞd
s3
μ3λ3
ð−χt→s3 jt¼m2eÞ ðF22Þ
for the top vertex and
γeλ2λ4ðt ¼ m2eÞ ¼
ð−iÞeþiπλ24=2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
16πð2Je þ 1Þ
p T24ðm2eÞ
me

Je

ΓðJe þ jλ24j þ 1ÞΓðJe − jλ24j þ 1Þ
Γð2Je þ 1Þ

1=2
×
X
μ2;μ4
βμ2μ4ðt ¼ m2eÞds2μ2λ2ð−χt→s2 jt¼m2eÞd
s4
μ4λ4
ð−χt→s4 jt¼m2eÞ ðF23Þ
for the bottom vertex. The crossing angles must be evaluated at the pole
sin χijt¼m2e ¼ i
2mime
λ1=2ðm2e; m2i ; m2kÞ
; ðF24Þ
cos χijt¼m2e ¼
ð−1Þciþ1ðm2e þm2i −m2kÞ
λ1=2ðm2e; m2i ; m2kÞ
: ðF25Þ
In summary, Eqs. (F22) and (F23) relate the s-channel residues at the pole directly to the t-channel residues. With these
expressions, one can compare the results obtained in this work directly to the decay couplings of various processes.
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